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Broadcasters set to complete move to IP by 2025 

More than one-third of broadcasters already using IP in live production 

 

Oslo, Norway, 15 December 2015 – Research conducted by Futuresource Consulting, 

on behalf of Nevion has found that the use of IP within the broadcast environment is 

gaining momentum and predicts that broadcasters will be using IP for live production in 

the next 10 years.  

VPs of technology and chief engineers from leading broadcasters in eight countries were 

interviewed. Respondents were asked about a specific workflow within their operations to 

understand how this nominated workflow is used, discover what the pain points are and 

to gain an insight into their opinions on IP within live production. 

“IT equipment and software has been present within the broadcast industry for well over 

15 years now, with file-based workflows used widely around the world. The last area 

holding out from the transition to IT based system and architectures is live production, the 

most precious but also most complex form of content production,” says Adam Cox, senior 

analyst, broadcast & professional video equipment, Futuresource.  

According to the research, 41% of respondents said they had already begun the transition 

to using IP in live production. This includes production types like the broadcasting of large 

set-piece events, such as the Olympic Games or World Cup (where in 100% of the 

identified workflows the transition had been started), regular large events, such as 

festivals and weekly football matches (63%), and production of live, studio-based TV 

shows (33%).  

Interestingly, only 7% of respondents said they had no plans to transition to IP in live 

production. These responses cover the areas of regular large events and regular daily 

events.   

Going forward, it is huge set piece events and TV shows recorded as live that will lead the 

transition with 50% of respondents anticipating the move by 2020. 

“We may still be the in early days of the transition to IP across the whole production, but 

the trend is gathering pace,” says Geir Bryn-Jensen, CEO, Nevion. “So while they’re not 

replacing their SDI infrastructure wholesale in their facilities, the change is happening and 

the foundations for a migration to IP are being laid now.” 

To request your complimentary copy of the whitepaper and explore the full findings, please 

visit: http://nevion.com/ip-live-production-future-now  

 

About Nevion 

A pioneer in media transport, Nevion provides network and broadcast infrastructure to 

broadcasters, telecommunication service providers, government agencies and other 

industries. It enables the transport and management of professional-quality video, audio 

and data – in real time, reliably and securely – from the camera to the home. 

http://www.futuresource-consulting.com/
http://www.nevion.com/
http://nevion.com/ip-live-production-future-now
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From content production to distribution, Nevion solutions are used to power major sporting 

and live events across the globe. Some of the world’s largest media groups and telecom 

service providers use Nevion technology, including AT&T, NBC Universal, Sinclair 

Broadcast Group Inc., NASA, Arqiva, BBC, CCTV, EBU, BT, TDF and Telefonica. 

For more information please visit www.nevion.com. Follow Nevion on Twitter @nevioncorp 

About Futuresource 

Notes 

Futuresource Consulting is a specialist research and knowledge-based consulting 

company, providing organisations with insight into consumer electronics, digital imaging, 

entertainment media, broadcast, storage media, education technology and IT. With a 

heritage stretching back to the 1980s, the company delivers in-depth analysis and 

forecasts on a global scale, advising on strategic positioning, market trends, competitive 

forces and technological developments.www.futuresource-consulting.com 

 

Authorised use of information 

All information provided by Futuresource in any form is proprietary information that 

belongs to Futuresource and is protected by UK and international copyright law. Except 

as outlined below, direct or indirect reproduction of information, in whole or in part and 

by any means, is prohibited without the express written consent of Futuresource. 

 

Members of the press may use a press release in its entirety or take segments from it as 

necessary; they may also use a graph, a slide, or a section of a supplied research report 

less than fifty words long, provided all text is identified as "Source: Futuresource 

Consulting" and all graphics are credited with "Futuresource Consulting, copyright 2015". 
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